Miller’s Notes (the waves of ‘Interstellar’)
Although, in my opinion, it’s one of the best and
most chilling movie scenes I have ever seen, the
physics behind it are incorrect, despite the fact that
Nobel Prize winner Kip Thorne signed off on them.

There are a few fundamental issues with these waves:
1. The waves are not waves: Even though they move
across the screen as if they are waves, there is not
enough water ahead, below and behind these
movie waves to provide the required water volume
to make up the ‘wave’. This means that the water
volume would have to travel across the planet
surface, somehow. There is no known mechanism
which would do that. Besides, water travelling at
high speed would behave differently. In the movie
they are, however, clearly portrayed with wave-like movement. This cannot be.
2. Where is the tidal rise?: The elephant in the room! Even though speculation is rife – by people
who don’t understand ocean tides – that these movie waves are tidal rises, they are not. They
don’t behave according to any known tidal principle. But the glaringly obvious is that Miller’s
Planet is well inside the portion of a black hole’s gravitational field where you would expect
large tides. There should be deep water on the side facing Gargantua, as the planet is tidally
locked. The astronauts should not be wading around in a few feet of water, if that’s where they
are. [note: If I assume Miller’s Planet to be approximately the size of Earth and approximately 10
million kilometers outside Gargantua’s event horizon, then the – semi stable - water depth at
the surface closest to Gargantua should be around 19.65 m above the planet’s mean sea level.
To find surface positions where the water level would be around 50 cm (similar to the
astronaut’s location), the planet’s mean sea level would have to be very low (just centimetres)
and you would have to be far away from the point closest to the black hole; at least 80 degrees
away from it. Or the astronauts would have to be on a – very large – ocean shelf, elsewhere on
the planet. But then the ‘waves’ still wouldn’t make sense.]
3. How did Cooper miss these waves?: From a pilot’s point of view, this is very strange. The ranger
came in at hypersonic speeds, to spiral down to Miller’s beacon. Brand can clearly see the wave,
when she climbs out, after 30 seconds (she just doesn’t identify it as a wave yet). After less than

three minutes on the surface, the wall of water is
threateningly close. It is unlikely that a pilot, flying
at such speeds would not have seen it. Radar
systems on today’s jetliners would certainly have
painted the screen red. Cooper would even have
been lucky to come in and not hit one of these
water walls. Not seeing them would mean an
extremely unlucky approach direction or simply
not paying enough attention to the flight
environment.

In ‘The Science of Interstellar’ Kip Thorne offers two speculations on these movie waves, neither of them
feasible:
I.
II.

The movie waves are compared to ‘tidal bores’.
The movie waves are compared to tsunami waves, caused by ‘Miller-quakes’.

Both phenomena occur on Earth, but neither phenomenon can be applied to these movie waves with
the addition that they create an amplified magnitude simply because they happen in a stronger tidal
field.
I.

II.

Tidal bores occur when a more modest high tide approaches a shallowing estuary or river
entrance. The high tide then presses into the river entrance causing a wave front which
sometimes continues far inland. After this wave front has passed, the water has risen to a high
tide level. No such funnelling or shallowing is apparent on Miller’s Planet, nor is there a
perceptible rise after the wave passes.
Thorne assumes, for this speculation, that Miller’s Planet is not quite tidally locked and rocks
back and forth slightly. The varying stresses this causes in the crust would create quakes in the
planet’s crust. But, it is a mistaken supposition that the maximum tidal stresses would be limited
to the lateral regions. Besides, an even more incorrect assumption is that these ‘Miller-quakes’
would create waves with any directional preference. If they did occur, they would not simply
produce two orderly waves (if there was deep water) which slosh back and forth with the
regularity of the planet’s rocking. Besides, Tsunami waves still behave like waves. The movie
waves don’t.

